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Abstract—A 2021 AMTA paper[1] introduced a 3D holographic 

filtering algorithm optimized for the planar near-field (PNF) 

geometry. This filter has been shown to have an excellent 

combination of AUT-signal preservation, stray-signal rejection, 

and processing speed. It requires only the sampling of a 

conventional PNF measurement, along with a specified 3D boun-

dary surrounding all the AUT’s possible radiating sources. 

The 2021 paper[1] suggested some topics for further investigation, 

specifically the optimal Z spacing through the 3D hologram and 

the X- and Y-widths of the blanking window’s tapered extension, 

and those are investigated here. This paper also explores the 

combination of filtering and probe correction, since the measured 

convolution of probe and AUT spatial distributions will be wider 

than that of the AUT by itself. Finally, filter effectiveness is 

evaluated for different stray-signal locations with respect to the 

AUT volume. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The holographic PNF filter[1] was introduced in 2021 as a 
mechanism for attenuating the contribution of stray signals in 
conventionally measured PNF data. It makes use of knowledge 
of the user-specified AUT-volume bounds to distinguish among 
the AUT and stray signals. No extra data need to be acquired, 
and no AUT translations are needed. 

The earlier work[1] showed very promising results with a 
limited set of simulation geometries and some measured data. It 
identified some areas for additional exploration, and some of 
those are addressed herein. 

This paper begins in Section II with a review of the 
holographic PNF filter’s goals and implementation.  

In Section III, several tuning parameters are discussed, with 
recommendations for their values. Those tuning parameters 
include: 

• Width of the taper between 0 (removed) and 1 
(retained) in the blanking window; 

• Margin (if any) to add to AUT dimensions in x, y 
and/or z; and 

• Step size in z among the several x-y holograms 
through the AUT volume 

In Section IV, the topic of the filter’s interaction with probe 
correction is addressed. Two different probes are synthesized 
that cause the filter to perform badly if those probes’ electrical 

dimensions are not accounted for in the processing. Two 
mechanisms (standard probe correction prior to the filter, or 
simple AUT-volume expansion by the probe dimensions) are 
available to avoid these errors. 

Section V describes and discusses several simulations used 
to develop recommendations for the filter-tuning parameters and 
to evaluate filter performance with probe effects and different 
stray-signal locations. 

II. REVIEW OF FILTER DESCRIPTION 

A. Goals 

The original goals, in priority order, of the holographic PNF 
filter[1] are listed below: 

1) Preserve AUT contributions: If there are no stray 
signals in the measured data, then the filter should have no 
effect. 

2) Remove stray-signal contributions (those that cannot 
be coming from the AUT): This is the purpose of the filter, but 
only to the extent that AUT contributions are preserved. 

3) Require only information about the AUT attainable 
with a tape measure (volumetric AUT bounds as X-Y closed 
contour(s) vs. Z): We should not need to know the coordinates 
of every potential point source of radiation. 

4) Minimal processing delay: Fast is always better than 
slow, provided that higher-priority goals are still met. 

B. Filtering Mechanism 

Radiated fields and their corresponding measured probe 
voltages obey the rules of linearity and superposition[3]. Thus, 
the measured PNF data VM  represent the complex sum of the 
AUT signal VA and any stray signals VS  (each coupled to the 
probe), as shown in (1):   

 �� = �� + ��. (1) 

If we do holographic back-projections in z toward the AUT, 
then the content at any x-y-z hologram coordinate could be a 
combination of AUT signal we want to preserve and/or the stray 
signals we want to reject. The filter assumes, consistent with the 
stated goals, that any hologram content inside the specified AUT 
bounds came from the AUT and should be preserved in the filter 
output. It might not be immediately obvious how to make use of 
that information toward our filtering goals.  

The approach taken here is, rather than to accumulate an 
estimate of VA as we step in z through the AUT volume, to 



accumulate an estimate of VS. That VS estimate is initially set 
equal to the measured data VM, and then its successive x-y 
holograms are set to zero at all coordinates within the AUT 
volume. After stepping through the AUT volume in z, we 
propagate the VS  estimate back to the probe plane and invert (1) 
to extract the filter output VA in (2): 

 �� = �� − �� (2) 

Introducing discontinuities to the input of a Fourier 
transform (like the ones used for holographic propagation) will 
often have adverse effects. To minimize those effects, the filter 
includes a taper region just outside the AUT volume where the 
zeroes are applied. The width of that taper region is one of the 
parameters investigated herein. 

III. FILTER-TUNING PARAMETERS 

A. AUT Size and Location 

The AUT’s radiating sources will occupy a volume in the 
probe’s forward hemisphere. The filter needs to know the closed 
x-y contour(s) that surround those sources at any z coordinate 
used in the filter. The AUT volume used herein is a simple 
rectangular box, where the contour is the same for any z. Making 
the x-y bounds a more conformal function of z (and perhaps 
multiple smaller closed contours at each z) should improve 
stray-signal rejection but complicates the processing at least a 
small amount. 

B. Width of Blanking-Window Taper 

The filter operates by zeroing out any stray-signal estimate 
that appears within the AUT volume. There will be at least one 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) after assigning those zeroes, and 
introducing discontinuities into FFT input typically causes 
ripples in the FFT output (and distortions in subsequent back-
projections to other planes). Smoothly tapering the data to zero 
is frequently preferable. This parameter specifies the width and 
height of a smooth taper in the x-y plane on each edge of the 

AUT volume. A 5λ taper is illustrated in Figure 1. in the x-y 
region near the AUT volume. This blanking window equals zero 
within the AUT volume, equals one beyond the taper width, and 
varies smoothly from 0 to 1 over the taper width. 

 

Figure 1.  Spatial-blanking window, 5λ taper width. 

A 5 λ taper width at each x-y edge was found to be sufficient 
for AUT preservation in the geometries tested. Specifying a 
taper width larger than necessary will impair the ability to reject 
close-in stray signals. 

C. Margin Around AUT Volume 

The simulations in Section V looked at artificially expanding 
the AUT volume by some number of wavelengths to see if that 
improved fidelity. The findings were that for a particular sum of 
this expansion in x or y and the width of the blanking taper, the 
best fidelity results if there is no x-y expansion (instead using the 
entire extra distance for the smooth taper).  

Benefit was observed in an expansion of the z dimension of 
AUT volume, with all that beneficial expansion behind the AUT. 
This benefit is believed to arise due to truncation effects in both 
the spatial and spectral domains that yield extra content in the 
volumetric hologram. The modeled AUT intentionally directed 
significant power toward the scanner edges, so other AUT’s 
might see less benefit in this margin. 

A 6 λ expansion in z, all at the back of the AUT volume, was 
found to be sufficient for AUT preservation in the geometries 
tested. 

D. Z Spacing Through AUT Volume 

The filter produces an x-y hologram at each of several z 
locations within the specified AUT volume. This parameter 
specifies the z spacing among those holograms. If the spacing is 
too large, then the pair of holograms straddling an AUT’s 
radiating source might not focus it enough to remove all its 
content from the stray-signal estimate. 

There is a limited trade space between the taper width and 
the step size. It seems preferable to minimize the taper width (to 
maximize stray-signal rejection) at the expense of this step size 
(which affects filtering speed). 

A 2 λ spacing in z was found to be sufficient for AUT 

preservation with the 5 λ taper width in the geometries tested. 

IV. DECOUPLING PROBE CHARACTERISTICS FROM THE FILTER 

The measured PNF coupling product, of course, includes 
properties of both the AUT and the probe. The measured PNF 
data are very similar to a spatial convolution[2] of the field 
produced by the transmitting antenna and the aperture distri-
bution of the receiving antenna. This convolution is consistent 
with the coupling product’s spectral domain being the product 
of the AUT and probe spectra[2]. 

It seems likely, but is not confirmed here, that placing the 
filter after the probe correction in the transformation sequence 
could improve the rejection of stray signals close to the AUT 
volume. This seems especially likely if the probe’s aperture 
distribution is tapered at its edges. Because nearly any sensible 
PNF probe will have a small aperture in X and Y, this is expected 
to be a very minor improvement. 

Note that almost any probe suitable for PNF measurements 
will be electrically small so that its pattern varies smoothly and 
provides strong signal over its entire forward hemisphere. An 
unusually large probe has been contrived in Section V to confirm 
that a simple blanking-window expansion is both necessary and 
sufficient. 

A. Filtering Prior to Probe Correction 

The easiest and perhaps most practical place in the transform 
sequence for this filter is prior to the initial FFT. This is the 



approach used in the relevant simulations described in Section 
V. It can be applied separately to each probe port or orientation 
of the measured data. It should be applied after any position 
correction or other preprocessing that affects the fidelity of the 
FFT. 

When filtering before probe correction, it is important to 
expand each dimension of the AUT by the corresponding 
dimension of the probe, since the convolution will have a width 
equal to the sum of the two widths being convolved[2]. Because 
the blanking will be done at the Z locations where AUT 
contributions should be focused, the width and height of the 
blanking window (before extending with taper) should be the 
sums of the AUT- and probe-aperture widths and heights, 
respectively. If the probe has radiating sources at multiple Z 
locations, then the specified AUT depth in Z should be summed 
with the probe depth. 

B. Filtering After Probe Correction 

If applying the filter after probe correction has been applied, 
then the AUT volume does not need to be expanded by the probe 
extents, since the probe’s contribution to the spatial domain has 
been deconvolved. However, one must choose an appropriate 
polarization convention to use when producing the several 
aperture back-projections, which might or might not be the 
convention desired in later transform stages. One must also 

decide whether the Cosθ taper should be applied before or after 
the filter. 

This choice of filter location in the sequence would have the 
filter immediately after the probe correction, while the plane-
wave spectrum is still on the grid output by the FFTs. 
Interpolation, if any, to the final transform output would occur 
after the filtering. 

V. SYNTHESIZED TESTS 

Several simple simulations were run to evaluate tradeoffs in 
the filter parameters. These simulations involved an AUT 
modeled as many dipoles and a probe also modeled as one or 
more dipoles. Figure 2. shows the spatial distribution of dipoles 
used to model the AUT in several of the simulations. This AUT 
was intended to present a challenge to the filter and produces 
two steered beams from the front and rear arrays, plus uniformly 
weighted spherical waves from randomly located dipoles in the 
volume’s interior. No interaction among the multiple AUT 
dipoles has been modeled. 

 

Figure 2.  Modeled AUT-dipole locations. 

The first several simulation trials looked at the primary goal 
of AUT-signal preservation. For these trials, the simulated PNF 
input data had only AUT contributions with no stray signals. The 
desired answer, then, is that the filter output should equal the 
filter inputs. 

Early attempts at meaningful filter evaluation were hindered 
by truncation effects in both domains. The modeled AUT inten-
tionally directs power to large aspect angles, and the randomized 
locations of the extra dipoles cause some evanescent power in 
the spectrum. The filter changes the nature of those truncation 
effects, possibly reducing some of the errors, but changes them, 
nonetheless. The impact of these truncations was minimized by 
essentially emulating a 0-distance back-projection and applying 

the Cosθ, or γ, taper that gets applied later in a standard 
transformation. This involved an FFT, a nulling of the 
spectrum’s evanescent region, multiplying the spectrum by 

Cosθ, and then an inverse transform.  

A. Step Size in Z Through AUT Volume 

It was expected that there might be a trade space between the 

blanking-taper width and this z step size ∆z. There were remote 
instances where the two could be used to trade speed for close-
in stray signal rejection, but in most cases, there was a fairly 

consistent minimum taper (5λ), and then a ∆z of 2λ generally 

worked well with that. This 2λ ∆z was appropriate for the several 
AUT sizes modeled, though the trials were limited. 

B. Width of Blanking-Window Taper 

There is a tradeoff in setting this taper width between AUT 
preservation and rejection of close-in stray signals. The earlier 

paper [1] used a very large (16λ) taper. Setting the taper width 
to zero during this testing campaign was clearly not acceptable, 
as shown in Figure 3. Five wavelengths of taper on each side of 
the AUT (shown in Figure 1. ) was found to work well in all 
trials. 



 

Figure 3.  Results with zero blanking taper. 

C. Extension of Filter Z Extent 

Early modeling in this simulation campaign had its results 
dominated by PNF truncation effects. The filter with no stray 
signals modeled does change the truncation errors, but there is 
no claim here that the filter is reducing them. Since truncation 
errors are independent of stray-signal errors, some effort was 
expended trying to minimize their impact in the evaluation of 
filter fidelity. 

The primary mechanism used to decouple truncation and 
filtering errors was to do a zero-translation hologram (nulling the 

power outside of real space) and then applying the cosθ taper 
that would be applied later in the PNF transform. This seems 
approximately equivalent to converting each modeled AUT 

dipole into a square of four dipoles in x and y with λ/2 spacing, 
placing a null at endfire. 

After doing this pre-filter manipulation of the ‘measured’ 
data, it was noted that the volumetric hologram extended beyond 
the AUT volume modeled. This expansion in z was overcome 

by artificially extending the AUT volume by 6λ. The appropriate 
extension did not seem to depend on the modeled depth of the 
AUT volume. 

D. Allowing for Probe Effects 

At the outset of this effort, it was believed that filtering the 
measured coupling product would be impacted by the width 
and/or depth of the probe. This set of tests contrived two 
different dipole-probe arrays to test that hypothesis (with no 
suggestion that such a probe would be desirable to use in PNF). 
The first (2D) probe represents a combination of a large probe 
extent in x and y, and no nulls in the forward hemisphere. The 
second probe (3D) is similar to the first, but also has a large 
extent in Z. 

Both synthesized probes include a uniformly illuminated 

21x21 grid of dipoles in the x-y plane, 10 λ wide in both x and 

y, then rotated by 45° about Z so that the extent in each of x and 

y is 14 λ. That uniform array produces a pattern that would be 
wholly unsuitable for use in PNF. If, however, we add a very 
strong spherical wave whose sum with the array’s pattern never 
produces a null, then the result is suitable for the purpose of this 
exercise. 

1) Probe with extent in x and y 

For the first (2D) probe, whose array factor is shown in 
Figure 4. , the excitation of the center dipole was changed from 
1 + j0 to 1 + j212/2. This yields a pattern that never falls more 
than 7 dB below the peak. 

 

Figure 4.  Simulated 2D-Probe Spectrum. 

Figure 5. illustrates the need, when filtering the transfor-
mation input, to account for the probe size. Here we have 
(through synthesis) sampled the AUT field with the nonzero-size 
2D probe aperture, but then specified a filter sized for only the 
AUT. Clearly the filter output is not the same as the filter input, 
as it should be when no stray signals are injected. 

 

Figure 5.  Filtering with 14 λ 2D probe, 0 λ added. 

Two approaches are envisioned that could account for the 
nonzero probe size: expanding the AUT volume by the size of 
the probe and filtering the measured data or applying the filter 
after standard probe correction has been applied. The latter 
approach is expected to be the more optimal, but the former is 
explored herein. It seems likely that there are very few usable 
and sensible PNF probes that are wide enough to see a real 
difference in the two approaches, and the former has some 
practical advantages. 

Figure 6. shows the successful filtering of the transformation 
input using the large 2D probe. This result was obtained by 
adding half the probe width to each side of the AUT volume, and 
half the probe height at the top and bottom of the AUT volume. 
Again, no stray signals were modeled, so applying the filter to 
this data set should (and does) have no notable effect. The 
coupling product in Figure 6. (both before and after the filter) 
looks quite different from the modeled AUT, but we would 



expect standard probe correction later in the transformation to 
yield that agreement. 

 

Figure 6.  Filtering with 14 λ 2D probe, 14 λ added. 

Note that in this pre-probe-correction filtering, the AUT 
volume should be increased by the physical volume containing 
all probe radiators/receptors. This is typically larger than the 
effective area and might be smaller than the probe’s overall 
volume. 

2) Probe with extent in all three dimensions 

This modeling was similar to that for the 2D probe, except 

another dipole was added at z=14λ with weighting strong 
enough that the interference pattern had no nulls. The results 
were similar to those for the 2D probe:  The filtering results on 
‘measured’ data were very poor if the probe depth was not 
accounted for, and the filtering results were very good if the back 

of the AUT volume was extended by the modeled 14λ probe 
depth. 

E. Evaluating Stray-Signal Rejection 

The goal of the earlier secondary sections in V was to find 
tuning parameters that would maximize AUT-signal preser-
vation through the filter. The second goal of the filter is to reject 
contributions to the measured data that originated outside the 
stated AUT volume. The ability of the filter to reject those stray 
signals depends greatly on the locations of those radiating 
sources with respect to the AUT volume.  

The modeling performed here uses a single-dipole x-
polarized probe to sample a complex AUT field (whose dipole 
constellation is shown in Figure 2. ), and then adds to that the 
sampling of one stray signal at a time from several y-z 
coordinates along the x axis. The stray signal is produced by a 

uniformly illuminated pair of x-polarized dipoles spaced at λ/2 
in y to minimize truncation effects. Note that no interaction with, 
coupling to, or occlusion by the AUT is modeled herein. Figure 
7. illustrates the first five of these trials, where the stray signal’s 
z location is at the front of the AUT (black rectangle that 

includes a 6λ pad at negative z), and its y location starts at the 

upper AUT edge and moves up 5λ in each trial. The lower plot 
has seven traces, showing the pattern of the modeled AUT 
(black), equivalent stray-signal level (ESSL) of the modeled 
stray signal (red), and the residual stray-signal level (blue) as the 
one stray signal is stepped away from the AUT volume. 

 

Figure 7.  Stray signals at AUT’s front aperture. 

The first stray signal sits on the edge of the AUT volume, so 
it is good to see that the ESSL of this stray signal is unaffected 

by the filter. The second stray signal is 5λ above the AUT 

volume (if y is vertical) and coincides with the edge of the 5λ 
blanking taper illustrated in Figure 1.  Even so, the filter has 
significantly reduced the contribution of that stray signal to the 
negative elevations. Stepping the stray-signal contribution fur-
ther away from the AUT volume reduces the amount of stray 
power passing through that volume on its way to (or away from) 
the probe, further improving the filter’s stray-signal rejection. 

Figure 8. shows the results from another set of trials with the 
stray-signal z along the AUT center. This figure adds some extra 
traces to help understand and predict the filter’s limitations. In 
the upper plot, new lines have been added that pass through each 
stray signal and a corner of the AUT volume. Vertical lines have 
been added to the lower plot at the elevation angles that those 
rays represent. We see in the lower plot that the stray-signal 
rejection improves dramatically between those vertical lines. As 
the elevation angle becomes more negative than the negative-
elevation rays or more positive than the positive-elevation rays, 
some of the stray signal’s defocused volumetric hologram will 
pass through the AUT volume, and the filter will refuse to count 
that power toward the stray-signal estimate because it might 

have come from the AUT. Note that the 5λ taper region outside 
the AUT volume in x and y does have some impact on the 
rejection vs. elevation, but is only significant for the stray signal 
placed right at the edge of that taper. 

 

Figure 8.  Stray signals at AUT’s center z. 



Figure 9. shows the filtering effectiveness with the stray-
signal source halfway between the front AUT aperture and the 
probe plane. If one were to draw a line from the lower-right 
corner of the AUT volume to the probe plane through one stray-
signal source in the top plot, then that ray’s angle from vertical 
on the plot would be the approximate breakpoint of that stray 
signal’s suppression in the bottom plot. 

 

Figure 9.  Stray signals ahead of AUT. 

Figure 10. shows the filtering effectiveness with each stray-
signal source even with the rear AUT aperture. If one were to 
draw a line from one stray-signal source through the upper-right 
corner of the AUT volume to the probe plane in the top plot, then 
that ray’s angle from vertical on the plot would be the approxi-
mate breakpoint of that stray signal’s suppression in the bottom 
plot. Note that again the first stray signal lies on the AUT boun-
dary, and thus is completely unattenuated (as desired). 

 

Figure 10.  Stray signals at padded-AUT rear. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has done additional exploration of the holo-
graphic PNF filter[1]. Several key findings: 

• A 5λ width is recommended for the smooth taper 
from 0 to 1 in the blanking window on each of its 
four sides. 

• A 2λ step size in z through the AUT volume is 
recommended 

• A 6λ extension of the rear of the AUT volume is 
tentatively recommended. It is possible that this 
was only needed due to preprocessing that let the 
analysis ignore truncation effects. 

• With a dipole probe, no advantage was found in 
specifying the AUT volume to be artificially large. 

• Use of a probe with nonzero size requires either that 
the AUT volume be expanded by the corresponding 
probe dimensions or that the filtering be done after 
standard probe correction. 

• Like any modal filter, the holographic PNF filter 
only attenuates, rather than removes, stray signals. 

o Rejection of a stray signal depends on the 
locations of the AUT and stray-signal 
source and the shape of the AUT volume. 

o Stray-signal power that passes through the 
AUT volume on its way to the probe plane 
will not be removed. 

o Signals that lie between the AUT volume 
and the probe will generally not be 
attenuated at the corresponding elevation 
pattern angles. 

o Stray-signal sources at larger x-y dis-
tances from the AUT volume are better 
attenuated than close-in sources. 

The holographic PNF filter appears to be the logical choice 
for use in the conventional PNF geometry. 
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